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ABSTRACT

Phosphorous ionr, at onergie:; of 60 + 100 KeV, and doses

(It + 5) x 10 -atom/cm have teen implanted randomly through S10

layers into textured silicon crystals. The penetration profiles of

the P ions have been determined by means of differential sheet

resistivity and Hall-effect, together with the anodic oxidation stripping

technique. The erfect of the oxide layer thickness, annealling tempera-

ture on the Junction properties has been studied. The damage produced

by implantation, has also been investigated using transmission electron

microscope (TEM). From the mobility measurements of the free carriers as

a function of depth through the Junction, two minima have been observed in

through oxide implanted samples. The one nearer to the Si - S10_

interface (at about 200A° from the interface) was related to the damage

produced by the recoil oxygen atoms from the oxide layer into silicon.

The deeper minimum is lying at ^ 0.2um from the Interface and was

attributed to the damage produced by the implanted P ions, which caused

clusters and defect loops after annealling. This damage was observed

through TEM photographs.

The optimum conditions for producing shallow junction without

loosing much of the implanted P ions through the oxide layer were

estimated.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Ion implantation technique has teen widely applied to fabrication

of MOS devices, especially to adjustment of the gate threshold voltage [l],

fabrication of high speed [2] and high voltage devices [3l- It ia now

also used for the fabrication of highly efficient solar cells[li, 5, 6].

Not only could ion implantation raise the conversion efficiency of the

solar cell, but it could also be very suitable for the production on a

large and automated scale. For the production of large area solar cells

(10 x 10 cm ) ion implantation should provide some advantages than

thermal diffusion method, such as good control of emitter tailoring and

a better doping homogenity over large areas. However, ion implantation -

induced damage must be removed In order to achieve a "complete" electrical

activation of dopants and to recover carrier mobility [7]. This can be

achieved either by isothermal annealling or by annealling methods based

on solid-phase and liquid phase crystallization [8, 9].

The characteristics of the Junction produced by P ions

implantation into Boron-dopped Si wafers have been extensively experi-

mentally and analytically studied [10] - [17].

In order to obtain low contact resistance between the implanted

layer and the surface metal grid for photovoltaic solar cells and to

shape the electric field to achieve maximum collection efficiency, it is

necessary to bring the peak of implanted dopant distribution to the Si

surface. This can be achieved by implanting through a SIO layer

previously grown at the surface.

The aim of this work la to study the P ions doping profiles

implanted through an oxide layer Into p-type textured Si wafers, also

to study the damage produced to provide an evidence for the choice of

the most efficient and econonlc way for large scale fabrication of silicon

single crystal solar cells. The examined effective parameters were the

oxide layer thickness, annealling temperature, the implantation energy

and implantation dose.

This work is an extension of previous research studies which

have been conducted by our research group on the behaviour of ion beam
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implanted Si solar cells {e.g. U, 5, 6, IT), 11, 12], It represents

new results since the surface condition of the SI wafers has been

modified by SIrtel etching to decrease the effect of channelling process

through implantation, and to decrease the percentage of reflected incident

solar radiation for the aim of higher conversion efficiency.

II. EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUES

Silicon wafers of resistivity between 500 and 1000 ohm x cm,

p-type (B doped), (100) oriented, Floating-Zone (FZ), dislocation free,

supplied by Wacker Chemitronic Co. (Germany) have been used in all our

experiments. After etching In Sirtel etch, the surface of the wafer

becomes textured containing pyramids of about h\m in height with faces

(111) oriented.

The SiO2 layers at the sample surface through which implantation

have been done, were thermally grown at 1100°C and were removed after

Implantation.

To achieve completely random implantation phosphorous Ions have
* I S ?

been pre-implanted at energies of 60 KeV at constant dose h x 10 atom/cm ,

then a second implantation at 100 KeV at a constant dose of 5 x 10 atom/cm

has been performed. In this way it was guaranteed that at least In the
o

pre-implantation course at such low energy, a layer of about 100-200 A

is aaorphized at the S102/Si interface. Implantation conditions were

determined by computer simulation accounting for the angle 0 = 35° between

the direction normal to the sample and the < 111 > faces of the pyramids

on the textured surface. Implantation uniformity was within few percent

on all the wafer surface (ii 100 cm ). Annealling was then made at either

750°C for 30 minutes or at 900°C for 3 minutes in computer controlled

electrical quartz tube furnace, in N g atmosphere, then the electrical

activity profile was determined.

A Van der Pauw geometry [18] circularly shaped was mesa etched

on the as implanted sample, and the implanted phosphorous electrical

activity was deduced from differential resistivity and Kail effect measure-

ments. These doping profile measurements have been performed in an auto-

matic set up consisting of an electronic programmer and a specially
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designed electrolytic cell. The silicon sample, mounted in the cell,

is left in Situ till the end of the profiling. All the operations of

the cycle are automatically performed with the cell between the pole

pieces of the magnet, A layer of thickness 0.6pm was stripped in steps
o

t>y anodic oxidation of layer thickness 100 A each. The electrical

measurements were collected automatically using a computer programme.

Both Jet thinning and ion beam techniques were used to obtain the

samples for TIM observations. Samples from the same wafer region

prepared with the two techniques did not show differences, and they all

had large areas transparent to the electrons in a region around a central

hole.

III. RESULTS AHD DISCUSSIONS

1. The influence of annealllng on the concentration profiles of
phosphorous

Concentration profiles of electrically active carriers and their

mobility changes versus depth are shown in FIg.l for samples with no oxide
o +

layer and with an oxide layer of a thickness 650 A (actual P ions path
o

in the oxide layer in the textured structure = 1126 A), at annealling

temperatures 900°C {5min.), and 75O°C (30Min.), respectively. The

upper part of the figure represents the differences between experimental

mobilities and mobilities deduced from the literature relative to samples

doped by thermal diffusion at the same experimental conditions [19], The

following analytical expressions [l6] have been assumed as a fit to the

beet mobility data versus concentration available from the literature

and

i*(»/-«fy

u_ In K +

+ v
_ BH(for „ i

(for N > I* x

- I 4 -

where

U^ • 1361i.5cffl2/V,sec; wmln = 86.5em2/V.sec,;

1.3 x 1017cm"3 ; a = 0.91; 8 * l.Jt x 10~9ca"5/V.Bec.iN'ref

v0 = 8.2cm2/V.sec. cm2 V/sec.

Deviations between these values and u values measured in our experiments

are Indications of the presence of a large number of scattering centres

(dislocation loops, clusters of point defects, etc!).

It is shown from Fig.l that an increase of the annealling tempera-

ture from 75O°C to 900°C causes a broadening of the concentration

profile for non oxide samples around the Gaussian region. Also the concentration

peak position shifts deeper and the peak value becomes higher, indicating

an increase of the activation percentage. The some shift is observed for

the profiles of samples implanted through oxide, but the peak value is not

sensitive to changes of annealling temperature.

The profiles in general are characterized with three parts; the

first, Gaussian region around the peak; the second, intermediate part has

steeply decaying distribution, the slope of which is temperature dependent,

indicating a charge of diffusion coefficient with annealling temperature.

The third part is the tail region of well channelled ions characteristic

of intersitial diffusion.

Annealling at 900°C have shown that almost complete electrical

activation is obtained for samples with no oxide layer, while annealling

at 750 C, 6ll activation is only reached, probably due to the presence

of residual lattice defects that behave as compensating centres, such as

stacking fault tetrahedra which have been observed at 750 C annealling

[171.

2. Effect of the oxide layer thickness on the electrical profiles

Tip,.2 exhibits the concentration profiles of phosphorous

implanted in textured p-type silicon through an oxide layer, as a function

of the oxide thickness at annealling temperature °00°C for 5 minutes,

implantation energy (60 + 100)KeV, and implanted corrected dose

5.196 x 1015atom/cm2,
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The upper part of the figure shows the mobility change versus

depth corresponding to the concentration profiles shown below.

Fig.3 shows the profiles obtained at an annealling temperature

75O°C (30 Min.), at different oxide layer thickness. A summary of the

results of the integrated dose, active fraction and sheet resistivity-

obtained at the different experimental conditions, is represented In

Table 1.

Flg.lf illustrates a comparison between the sheet resistance and

the active fraction as a function of the oxide thickness at the annealling

temperatures 900°C and 75O°C.

It is clear from Fi«s,2 and 3 that channelling process is not sensitive

to the change of oxide layer thickness. The peak position of the profiles

shifts gradually nearer to the SiO /Si interface with increasing the oxide

thickness. At the sane time, the peak value decreases as could be excected

due to the loss of a considerable fraction of the active free carriers in the

oxide layer. This fraction increases as the oxide thickness increases.

However, the removed oxide part includes the nost damage produced by implanta-

tion. Owing to the fact t h * the partial mask material (SiO ) has a higher

stopping power for the P than the Si substrate, then the peak concentra-

tion of the penetrating profile vill be higher (nearer to the interface)

than that for an implantation without the oxide layer.

As can be shown from Fig.U, the sheet resistivity increases vith

an increase of the oxide thickness, while the active fraction decreases.

Steep variation In both parameters can be observed at low and high oxide
o

thickness. In the range between 600-800 A thickness, the variation

is very slow, in both parameters, indicating a certain phenomenon which

has to be veil studied In this critical oxide range. Thus vith adjusting

the oxide layer thickness, the peak concentration can be located at the

SiO2/Si interface to get a shallow junction. Some mathematical calculations

may be necessary using a Truncated Gaussian model or quasi Monte Carlo

simulations [20].

The effect of the oxygen recoil atoms can be clearly obtained from

the mobility profiles for samples implanted through oxide

- 6 -

As has been indicated previously the discrepancies between

the experimental mobility values and the calculated mobility is an

indication of large number of scattering centres, thus the mobility profile

gives a first indication of the depth location of residual damage after

annealling.

Comparing the mobility profile shown in Fig.jta) for free carriers

of a sample implanted with P ions through an oxide layer of thickness

600 A and annealled at 750°C with the mobility profile in Fig.5(b)

for implanted sample vith no oxide at the same annealllng temperature, one

clearly observes in Fig.5(a) tvo mobility minima. The one nearer to the
o

SiO2/Si interface at a depth t 200 A has no similarity in Fig,5(b).

However, the very slow decrease in mobility at the surface of no oxide

sample is due to the very thin oxide layer which is usually present on

real Si surfaces (•>. 10-20 A ).

This shallow mobility minimum in Fig.5(a) gives an indication of

lattice defect, working as scattering centre for the free carriers at this

depth from the interface. He believe that this lattice defect is due to the

oxygen recoil atoms from the oxide layer. Studies of recoil implantation
1A

fields from 0 enriched 5102 layers showed that there was a high proba-
b i l i ty for forward recoil of oxygen atoms from these layers into the Si
substrate [21]. Moreover, Hirata et a l . [22] observed that the substitu-
tional P vacancy pair (E-centre) anneals by migrating to an oxyRen centre
producing an oxygen-vacancy pair (A-centre) leaving substitutional P ions.
Hear the SiO_/Si interface, the oxygen concentration is more than 1022

atoms/cm and this concentration is greater than the solubility l imit , this
suggests that oxygen atoms in excess of solubility level interacts strongly
with implantation induced defect or P atoms, and leave a stable defect
formation.

The deeper mobility minimum observed in Figs.5(a) and (b) is due
to the annealled damage produced by the implanted F ions and i t l ies at
about 0.2um in depth at that temperature (75O°C) in nc— oxide sample
and i t s position shifts in the direction of the SiO^/Si interface with
the same magnitude of the oxide layer thickness.

Identical results can be observed in Figs.6(a) and (b) for samples

annealled at 900°C and oxide thickness 850 A (Fig.6<a)).
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3. TEM analysis

TO< micrographs and diffraction pattern of samples implanted at

(60 + 100)KeV randomly and annealled at 900°C and with no deposited

oxide layer are shown in Fig.T. Fig.T(a) represents the bright field

strong beam plan-view micrographs of dislocation loops located at a depth
o

of 2000 A as could be estimated from the number and thickness of the

interference lines. Fig.TCb) is the corresponding dark-field weak beam

taken near the edge interface. Every interference line vidth is about
o

100 A. The depth of the dislocation loops can thus be good estimated at
o

2000 A. These dislocation loops shown in Flga.T(a) and (b) resulted from

the annealllng of point defect clusters and amorphous zones produced by the

implantation damage in silicon. One can correlate the deep mobility

minimum observed in Fig.6(b) for the saute sample to such dislocation loops.

Fig.T(e) shows the diffraction pattern near the amorphous-

crystalline interface. It shows both poly crystalline and single crystal

spots. This is due to the fact that amorphous layer has not been

completely recryatallized after annealling at 900°C.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

From the experimental results represented in this work for P ions

implantation through an oxide layer randomly into silicon, one can conclude

that

1) Implantation through an oxide layer helps to get rid of the largest

part of damage produced through the implantation process by adjusting

the oxide layer thickness so that the damage peak should be Just out-

side the SiO./Si interface. Critical oxide thickness in the range
o «

600-800 A could be estlaated from these results.

2) At 900°C annealling, complete electrical activation is observed,

but a degradation of the bulk life time of free carriers is expected.

Moreover, a wide diffusion Junction is obtained.

-8-

3) Annealling at 750 C and implantation through an oxide layer <v 800 A0

in thickness gave the best conditions for obtaining a shallow and

abrupt Junction with reasonable active fraction and sheet resistivity

at the same tine the bulk life time is better reserved.
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TABLE 1

Annealling
Temp.(°C)

900

900

900

900

750

750

750

750

Annealling
Timetmin.)

5

5

5

5

30

30

30

30

Oxide
Thickness(°A)

-

650(1126)*

85O(lM8o)*

1150(2000)*

-

650(1126)*

85O(lU8O)»

1150(2000)•

Integrated
Dose(cm~2)

5.19 x 10 1 5

1.65 x 1015

x.k xio 1 5

3.19 x 10 1 5

3.16 x io 1 5

1.19 x 10 1 5

l.Olt x IO15

1.89 x lOlk

Active*"
Fraction(J()

100.0

31.0

27.1

6.1

60.8

22.9

20.1

3.6

Expt. Sheet
Resistance(nZD)

17.5

55.6

6i.o

212.3

32.0

71.7

81».2

281.6

* (Corrected for the actual path of the P ion in the oxide layer on the

textured surface •)

*• Percentage of the integrated dose to the implanted dose. Implanted <!ose

5.19 x 1015cm"?.
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FIGUHE CAPTIONS

Fig.l

Pig. 2

Fig. 3

Fig.I*

Fig.5

Fig.6

Fig. 7

Dependence of the concentration and mobility profiles of

phosphorous implanted into textured silicon on the annealling

temperature

(•) 900°C, 5 rain., no oxide

(x) 75O°C, 30 Bin., no oxide

(•) 900°C, 5 min., 650 A° oxide

(o) 75O°C, 30 Bin., 650 A° oxide

Dependence of the concentration and mobility profiles of

phosphorous implanted into textured silicon on the oxide layer

thickness at annealling temperature 900°C for 5 min.

(•) no oxide, (*) 650 A° oxide, (x) 850 A 0 oxide, (•) II50 A° oxide.

Dependence of concentration and mobility profiles on th(> oxide

layer thickness at annealling temperature T50°C for 3° min.

Oxide thickness (A) no oxide, (o) 650 A°, (x) 850 A°, (a) 1150 A0.

Dependence of the sheet resistance and active fraction on the oxide

layer thickness.

(-̂ fc:) annealling temperature 9OO°C for 5 min.,

_ f _ ) annealling temperature 75O°C for 30 min.

Comparison of the concentration and nobility profiles of implanted

phosphorous at annealling temperature 750 C for 30 min.

(a) no oxide, (t>) 850 A0 oxide.

Comparison of the concentration and mobility profiles of implanted

phosphorous at annealling temperature 900°C for 5 min.

(a) no oxide, (b) 850 A° oxide.

T.E.M. micrographs and electron diffraction pattern of SI textured

samples implanted at room temperature with on effective dose of

and energy (Uo + 60)KeV, annealling temperature

for 5 Bin., no oxide layer.

(a) bright field strong bean plane view shoving the dislocation

loops, fringe thickness 750 A°

(b) weak-beam dark field, interference fringe thickness •*• 100 A

(c) microdiffraction pattern near the a-Si-Si interface.

5-19 x 1015cm 2

900°C
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